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Black Abyssal Weapons &amp;amp; Armour is a starter fixture that cannot be upgraded, equivalent to +16/PRI. These are not RNG searches, these are guaranteed drops, but they really make you work for it, whether fighting is difficult or running around the map, this guide is trying to make
this mission, and the sequence to do it as efficiently as possible. &amp;Difficulty Time ratings will be awarded along with each mission to allow you to plan your time accordingly. Notes Black Abyssal gear cannot be traded or upgraded Black Abyssal gear has two crystal slots. Pieces of
black Abyssal armor are rarely dropped by monsters in Mediah, or can be obtained by completing the Mediah search series. Black Abyssal weapons can only be obtained through search. Search for Black Abyssal weapons completed once per family (account) BUT... Abdul Jaum, who is in
Altinova, has a recurring (weekly) quest to exchange your Abyssal weapon into a box that you can unlock on another character: the Black Abyssal Weapon Exchange. So What's Available? Black Abyssal GearAP/DPGear EffectObtained ByBlack Abyssal Weapons AP 77-91Accuracy:
89Talk to NPC Konah at Altinova Arena if you are Lv. 55+. Go to the Suggested tab of the Quests (O) window to find your search. This search can be done once per Family.Mediah Merchants Union Helmet ID: 44959 Black Abyssal Weapon BoxKR name: 1 서 월 서월 10 Special
ItemsWeight: 0.10 LT – Bound when obtained (Family) – Description:A box containing weapons obtained by helping Hakan Derk defeat a giant lava monster. You can get a Black Abyssal Weapon that is suitable for your class. You will get a Black Abyssal Main Weapon that is suitable for
your class. Continue? Buy price: Price 0Market: N/A report this ad If you are here - you are looking for the best weapon to level up, and get started at Black Desert Online. I made this up because there's a lot of weird info out there about what weapons you should choose in BDO when
starting and leveling up. This is important because you DO NOT WANT TO INVEST in weapons without a future. This is it! But, before I proceed – the most important part of this guide is this: How do I know this guide is updated! The simplest way? Please comment on this page, or click on
/r/TeamBRG. Especially, see if duo's ultimate weapons stats are the same: Duo Ultimate Min AP Max AP Avg AP Ex AP Adj AP Eff AP Slot Impt Note Bares 79 87 83 22 18.7 101.7 1 All Species Yuria 84 93 88.5 22 18.7 107.2 1 Human Only Rosar 85 94 89.5 0 89.5 2 2 Slot Kalis 81 99 90
0 90 1 High RS If some new updates change the statistics on older weapons such as Styd, Azwell, or some new type added – again, contact us and I'll see how BDO Best Leveling &amp;amp; Starter Weapons: SUMMARY Mainhand: Bares &gt; Yuria = Kalis Bares is best against all non-
human targets when grinding. Yuria is roughly 5-10% better only on Human and PVP targets. Kalis is the best for Pushing, but... New players should focus on increasing power for GRINDING, which translates into revenue and more gear upgrades. Bares goosebumps any weapon against a
non-human target. But - Famous score is weak. Yuria is amazing versus Humans (Sausan, Gahaz, etc...) and PVP. Kalis is OK against all targets, and helps inflate your Famous Score by a considerable amount – Kalis roughly within 1% of the Famous Score of the boss's gear! However,
the acquisition of hospitals is very inconsistent ... Just get this as a backup weapon/if you know what you're doing. Hospitals don't ALWAYS increase your strength in commensurate amounts. Boss gear (Kzarka, for example) obliterates one of these choices in a wise Famous Score
performance. Liverto is usually a trap (only worth considering when cheap dirt is going through the show, I guess). Offhand: accuracy &gt;&gt;&gt; Pure AP. Here's the list. Accuracy offhands by Offhand class for Accuracy Pure Type AP Warrior Shield Vangertz Axion Valkyrie Shield
Vangertz Axion Musa Horn Bow Black And White Maehwa Horn Bow Black And White Dark Knights Ornamental Knot Saiyer Oros Berserker Decorative Knot Saiyer Oros Striker Vambrace Scale My Skin Ninja Shuriken Quitar Estique Kunoichi Kunai Quitar Estique Sorceress Talisman
Helrick Jubre Witch Dagger Bronze Steel Wizard Dagger Bronze Steel Tamer Trinket Incense Needle Keep in mind: You will NOT use this weapon forever. Pure selection meets the specific needs of the most effective Milling until you upgrade to the boss's teeth. These weapons are
legitimate from the leveling process up to DUO/TRI. Old info: Rosar and the other options are outdated, their upside not stacking up well against Bares or Yuria today. All the other green guns not mentioned here need in-game updates to be competitive – they are just remnants of the past,
or instantly WORSE in non-niche scenarios. The choice of weapons for alts (Black Abyssal, Liverto, Hand me downs) will be discussed towards the end. BDO Flattening Starter Weapons: This comparison is all under the assumption that they will not exceed duo, or be most abandoned in
TRI – because they had to be replaced by the boss's teeth at the time. BDO Flattens The Ultimate Duo's Main Hand Weapon Min AP Max AP Avg AP Ex AP Adj AP Eff AP Slot Impt Note Bares 79 87 83 22 18.7 101.7 1 All Species Yuria 84 93 88.5 22 18.7 18.7 7 107.2 1 Human Only
Rosar 85 94 89.5 0 89.5 2 2 Slot Kalis 81 99 90 0 90 1 High Hospital Weapons above is what you see usually discussed in these threads. IMO, Bares, Yuria, and Kalis are the only ones being considered. Main hand weapon: This is a choice between Bares &gt; Yuria = Kalis I will go into
more details on WHY in the next segment. BDO Leveling Weapons Duo Ultimate AP DP Acc RS Offhand 12 23 84 35 AP Offhand 28 2 0 30 Above is the only 2 correct options (No Rosar? Holding Hold horse – will explain). Off-hand weapon: Accuracy Offhand is well-liked versus the Pure
AP. I will discuss more details on WHY in the next segment. BDO Leveling Weapons – Why good is good. In this segment I will focus on WHY these evenly distributed weapons recommendations are selected, while the data in the table speaks for itself, the discussion also helps. Main hand
weapon: This is a choice between Bares &gt; Yuria = Kalis, why? Bares has an effective AND customized AP of 101.7 against ALL TYPES OF MONSTERS. Yuria has an effective and adjustable AP of 107.2 against HUMANS and PVP. Kalis has an effective AP and adjusted only 90 - but
has a high Notable Score. Offhand Weapons: Accuracy &gt;&gt;&gt; AP Pure, why? Offhand Accuracy is a 100% responsible option. The only other option for beginners is the ALL AP option, which is niche and nice to have. For now, here's a list of accuracy offhands. BDO Leveling
Weapons – Why don't we use the others I would also like to add WHY dismiss some of the older, or oft hear the weapons recommendations levelING NOT UNTIL PAR NOW. Here are some writings: BDO Flattening guns for the alts, or for the rich Here we are talking about guns that are an
option for those who don't level up the first time. Luckily Black Desert has a system to make leveling alts very easy. BDO Leveling Weapons - Summary &amp;; Everything you need to know Bares only works anywhere. No BS. Kalis works as a perfect backup weapon because of his high
hospital. You can also use it every now and then as an experiment as to whether the rs gets pushed you to new heights. If your main weapon explodes or ends up as a PRI due to roulette upgrades – you can cover with your Kalis easily. Yuria is great for PVP and human milling - by a
considerable margin. That limitation, however, is not something many people are willing to suffer. But it's only so powerful in that scenario that it's good to call it the same as Kalis. What would I do personally, if I could turn back the time? Mainhand: Bares, with Kalis as backup. In person:
Accuracy, with PURE AP as a side project. Well that's about it for a selection of the best weapons to level up, or a new player starting out in Black Desert Online. I know there are a lot of confusing things for beginners in this game, but hopefully this little guide helps you to not waste
resources increasing dead end weapons. Support us in Patreon! Like us on Facebook for further updates! TAGSBDOBDO Starter and Leveling Greetings Adventurers, Last week we announced that Season Servers will to EU servers and NA Black Desert Online. Starting today, you'll be
able to create new Season Characters for this new server and earn rewards just for doing this. Soon, Season Server will open and you will be able to play with your new Season Characters and earn more rewards just by playing! Play! In addition, there are many new weapons awaited from
you: Obsidian Abyssal Main Weapon, Sandstorm Sub-weapon, and Ultimate Katan Awakening Weapon. As always, this patch brings improvements and changes that you can read below. [New Show] Pre-creation Period Of Season Characters: June 3 (after maintenance)–Until The Season
Server Launch (exact date to be announced) During the event period, simply create a Season Character early and be ready for the server season launch immediately. The Season Server release for NA and EU servers, which was originally set for June 10, has been postponed. We will
announce more details at a time when. Thank you for your understanding. Once you've created Season Characters, you won't be able to play with them until Season Server is officially open. The first season is called Summer Season and will last until September 2 (before maintenance).
You'll see a special icon that marks Season Characters in the Character Selection window. Having made the Character Of the Season early, You will receive the following prize: Item Collection Increase Scroll (60 minutes) x5 [Event] Shining Shakatu's Seal x5 Time-filled Black Stone x100
Trainer's Flute (7 Days) x1 Inventory +8 Expansion Coupon x1 Gold Bullion 1,000G x1 1 Papu Emoji (Permanent) x1 Be sure not to remove The Season Character before the official summer release (first global Season Server period) to receive the prize. Look forward to the Season Server
release date. Click &lt;Here&gt;for full details on the pre-creation event! Click &lt;Here&gt;for more information about the upcoming Season Server. Drop Rate Boosts Period: June 3 (after maintenance)–June 10 (before maintenance) During the entire event period, the drop rate for the
following items will increase: Defeat monsters to enjoy the drop rate boost on Black Stone (Weapon) and Black Stone (Armor) Gather to enjoy the drop rate boost on sharp black crystal shard and hard black crystal shard the drop rate boost will run 24/7 and will apply to all servers excluding
Olvia The increase in drop rate will accumulate with the drop rate boost of Arsha server items and other item drop effects including from Item Collection Increase Scrolls. The drop rate boost will be applied to the listed items of defeating monsters and gathering. However, it will NOT apply
when fishing. Event period and specifications. subject to change with future notices. [Ongoing Events] Arsha Leaderboard Returns: May 27–June 24 (before maintenance) Mid-Season 1 Event: Extraordinary Attendance Prize: May 21–June 17 (23:59 UTC) Newly Discovered Treasure: May
27 (after maintenance)–June 10 (before maintenance) Shai Talent Submission Period:20 May–June 7 (23:59 UTC) Staff Selection: June 8 –June 10 Community Voice:11 June–June 16 Winners Announcement: June 17th Prize: June 24 (during&lt;/Here&gt; &lt;/Here&gt; &lt;/Here&gt;
[Event Ends] Dizzy Up! Season of Life Mid Season Events Event 3: Shakatu Gives Gold: Available until June 3 (23:59 UTC)! Event 4: Black Spirit's Adventure: UPGRADED Event 5: Daily Item Collection Increase Scrolls [Reward Distribution] Heidel Ball: AT HOME Rewards Relive the
Heidel Ball: AT HOME stream held Saturday &lt;Here&gt;ago. Enjoy the following prizes announced during streaming and thank you once again for tuning into this global online get-together. J's Special Scroll x5 Cron Stone x530 Advice of Valks (+100) x1 [Event] Horse Emblem Box Cron
Stone x530 By opening the Horse Emblem Box [Event], you have the opportunity to get a Tier 7 - 8 Horse. The prizes listed above are displayed in the order as announced in the stream. This means the Cron Stone x530 will be sent twice. [ Contents ] yes, I'm sorry. Adding new weapons.
Added obsidian Abyssal's main weapon. This weapon is more powerful than the Black Abyssal. You can get this type of weapon by heating the Black Abyssal weapon with new Obsidian Alloy items in the Processing (L) window. Added Ultimate Katan evokes sandstorm weapons and sub-
weapons for easy travel through Valencia. The main Katan awakening weapons and Sandstorm sub-weapons can be upgraded. The chances of successfully raising them are higher than usual. The Ultimate Katan awakening weapon and Sandstorm sub-weapon cannot be registered in the
Central Market. Obsidian Abyssal's main weapons, Katan's Ultimate resurrection weapon, and Sandstorm sub-weapons can be obtained through rewards for mediah and Valencia's ultimate search. Characters who have completed the relevant primary search can acquire the new Obsidian
Abyssal main weapon, the Ultimate Katan resurrect weapon, and the Sandstorm sub-weapon once per family through the following NPCs. NPC Condition Acquired Item Bareeds III Complete Obsidian Alloy Atui Balacs Apocalyptic Forecast Complete The Founding Legend Ultimate Katan
Awakening Weapon Box Atui Balacs Complete Taphtar Plain Sandstorm Sub-weapon Box You can now choose whether you want to use If Adventure Log: Agris, Ancient Secret is completed and you have at least one point Agris Fever, press RMB on the icon for Agris Fever to choose
whether to use agris fever point. If you choose to use agris fever point when defeating monsters, there will be a mild effect swirling around the icon for Agirs Fever. The following mines will now be affected by pet hedgehogs. Rainbow Stone Strange Rock Coal, Opal Clear Quartz Muddy
Quartz Red Quartz Green Quartz Black Quartz Violet Crystal Blue Crystal Added text to the description of the Scorched Fragment item that says it was used to create Manos accessories. Increases the maximum number of character slots to 20. [ System ] yes, I'm sorry. Fix an issue in which
around a certain part of Port Ratt is not normal. [ NPC ] Add a button to &lt;/Here&gt; &lt;/Here&gt; when chatting with Shepherd Ron of Epheria Valley that will allow you to find the Epheria Valley Collection Node. Added 6 collecting tools that you can rent from the Leight family with
Contribution Points. Each collecting tool can be rented for 50 Contribution Points each from Northern Wheat Plantation Owner Norma Leight. This collecting tool has the following effect. Collecting Item Drop Rate +30% (For the type of collection associated with the tool) Reduces The
Collection Time by 11 seconds Collecting Mastery +200 (For the type of collection associated with the tool) Collecting EXP +10% Changes the way khan calls as follows. You can no longer call Khan with leanar's Celestial Map items. Head to curio NPCs from Oquilla's Eye to exchange your
Celestial Leanar Map for the Emperor Great Ocean Khan Summon Scroll. For one [Guild] Emperor Great Ocean Khan Summon Scroll, you can summon khan once, in the following conditions. I don't know what to do. Emperor Great Ocean Khan Summon Scroll can only be used by the
Master Guild to summon Khan for an additional time after Khan is summoned through guild missions. Add more details to the item description of the following life tools on how to improve them. Loggia live clothing and tools Life Dostter tools Izaro Trainer Clothing and Izaro Ride Crop Carta
Gatherer Clothing and Carta Craftsman Clothing Gorgath Alchemist Clothing Crio Fisher's Clothing Srulk Sailor Robeau Hunter Clothing Roroju Cook Add text explaining how to get the Guild [] Sea Monster's Neidan ten at a time for the item description Neidan Young Sea Monster and
Neidan Sea Monster. For details about the newly added Pearl Shop Update, please click &lt; Here &gt;! Enhances the sound effects that play when Muskan emerges from the Dark Rift. [ Search ] Added buff Light of Illezra as a search prize for the Search for Succession of certain classes
conducted in Glutoni Cave. In particular, this buff will be given as an award to complete a specific Succession quest called A Strange Reunion. The buff effect is immediately activated and will illuminate the surrounding area for 10 minutes. Add a Background picture to the loading screen
that appears when you go to the Change Character or Character Selection window. Removing the button doesn't work for the BDO Wiki from the Guild House window. Rework the menu design that appears in Inventory (I) when you press RMB on an exchangeable material or item. Fix the
problem with how the word Silver appears twice next to the price to increase storage, lodging, workshops, etc. in your home. The Barter Information window will no longer close if it is in Sticker UI mode when you supply your ship. If you manage to barter while Barter information opens, the
window will now refresh immediately. The character class that you are currently playing will be selected by default in the Gallery and Download Ratings tabs in the Beauty Albums window. Fixed an issue where the Patrigio Secret Store window was closed if you tried to buy items without
enough Silver. Fixed an issue where if you tried to remove an item from Inventory (I) but missed the trash can icon, the icon became emphasized and remained so even after visiting the World Map (M) or Beauty (F4) window. Fixed an issue where buttons for bidding and explanation text
overlapped in the Display Details section of the Guild House window. Fixed an issue where the Redeem button did not appear in the ESC menu when not using steam clients. Fixed an issue where certain item icons did not appear in the Crafting Notes (F2) window. Fixing problems while
playing instruments in an ensemble is not possible in a five-person party. Fixed an issue where dragging the list of headings in the My Information (P) window made headings appear in abnormal colors. Fixed an issue where the camera angle did not move to the right when the game was
under certain screen resolution settings. Fixed an issue in which the game window did not appear correctly after the screen was minimized during screen loading. Fixed an issue where the character would be trapped near a certain area near the Iliya Island pier Fixing the problem where it is
possible to walk through the roots of trees in certain areas of South Kamasylvia. Fixed an issue in which collectable resources did not appear correctly in the Oquilla Eye section. Fixed an issue where you could not catch local fish near inaccessible areas around the Tuir Valley or Al Halam
Sea. Fixed an issue where specific text did not appear when trying to report it with the Suggest Changes function. Remove the [Quest] How to Obtain a Sealed Accessory button! from the Black Spirit Guide, which leads to outdated information about a particular search. Fixes a graphical
problem where hair, or fur on clothes, sometimes vibrates unnaturally. What you came to them was a guard. Fixed a graphical problem with the belt and thighs of Shudad Black clothing. What did you bring? Fixed a graphics issue with the bottom of Shudad Black's clothing. [Dark Knight]
Fixed a graphical problem with Shudad Black's clothing neck. Fixed an issue where you could not Communicate (F9) with a particular Tier 7 horse. [Kunoichi &amp;amp; Ninja] Fixed a graphics problem with the sub-weapon that occurred when the shuriken and sub-weapon clothing was
equipped, then the clothing was not removed. Fixed an issue where your ship would stop moving if you tried to use breezySail skills continuously while equipping Zero without being eligible to use Zero. Zero Ebenruth. Ebenruth, what's going on?
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